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What	  is	  the	  HLVC	  Project?	  
•  Large-­‐scale	  project	  invesIgaIng	  language	  use	  and	  
change	  in	  heritage	  (non-­‐official)	  languages	  spoken	  in	  
Toronto.	  
•  Goals	  
–  To	  document	  and	  describe	  heritage	  languages	  spoken	  by	  
immigrants	  and	  2	  generaIons	  of	  their	  descendants	  
–  To	  create	  a	  corpus	  available	  for	  research	  on	  language	  
change	  
–  To	  push	  varia5onist	  research	  beyond	  its	  monolingually-­‐
oriented	  core	  by	  focusing	  on	  heritage	  language	  use	  among	  
mulIlingual	  speakers	  
–  To	  develop	  a	  framework	  for	  research	  on	  heritage	  
languages	  and	  contact	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A	  Sample	  of	  Previous	  HLVC	  Work	  
Cantonese	   Faetar	   Italian	   Korean	   Russian	   Ukrainian	  
















Borrowing	   ✓	  
	  
Vowels	   *	  
*	  This	  presentaIon	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Vowels	  
•  Very	  well	  researched	  in	  
sociolinguisIcs,	  but	  very	  liAle	  
work	  on	  vowel	  variaIon	  and	  
change	  in	  languages	  other	  than	  
English.	  	  
•  Large	  body	  of	  research	  has	  
made	  possible	  the	  development	  
of	  new	  technologies/techniques	  
to	  make	  vowel	  analysis	  easier	  
–  Example:	  FAVE	  (Rosenfelder	  et	  
al	  2011)	  
Image	  from	  Wikipedia	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Goals	  of	  Current	  Project	  
•  To	  determine	  the	  extent	  to	  which	  the	  
vowel	  systems	  of	  Cantonese	  and	  English	  
may	  be	  mutually	  influencing	  each	  other	  
in	  Toronto	  
•  To	  extend	  the	  use	  of	  automated	  forced	  
alignment	  and	  formant	  extracIon	  as	  
tools	  for	  the	  sociolinguisIc	  study	  of	  
contact-­‐induced	  change	  in	  Heritage	  
Cantonese.	  




•  Large	  amount	  of	  data	  in	  HLVC	  Corpus	  (~40	  
speakers/language)	  	  
– Manual	  formant	  measurements	  take	  a	  lot	  of	  Ime.	  
•  FAVE	  designed	  to	  work	  only	  on	  English	  



















Language 	  MT	  speakers 	  Ethnic	  Origin 	  Est.	   	  	  
	  (2011	  Census) 	  (2006	  Census) 	  in	  TO 	  Speakers	  come	  from	  
	  
Cantonese	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  170,000+ 	  537,000 	  1951 	  Hong	  Kong 	  	  
Italian	   	  166,000 	  466,000 	  1908 	  Calabria 	  	  
Russian	   	  78,000 	  58,505 	  1916 	  St.	  Petersburg,	  Moscow	  
Korean 	  51,000 	  55,000 	  1967 	  Seoul	  
Ukrainian	   	  26,000 	  122,000 	  1913 	  Lviv 	  	  
Faetar 	  <100? 	  300?	   	  1950 	  Faeto,	  Celle	  di	  St.	  Vito	  	  





Western Poland, 1911 
Faeto, Italy 1950 
Budapest, Hungary, 1885 
Lviv, Ukraine 1913 
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Cantonese	  vs.	  English	  Vowel	  Space	  
Allophonic	  lowering	  of	  /i/	  before	  velars	  
(Yue-­‐Hashimoto	  1972)	  
si1,	  /si˦/,	  詩,	  ‘poem’	  
	  sik1,	  [sɪk˦],	  識,	  ‘to	  know’	  








Heritage	  Language	  /	  Culture	   English/Canadian	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Data	  
•  Two	  sets	  of	  hour-­‐long	  sociolinguisIc	  interviews	  from	  2	  
generaIons	  of	  speakers	  idenIfied	  as	  Hong	  Kong	  Chinese	  
and	  who	  claim	  Cantonese	  as	  a	  heritage	  language	  
–  Not	  from	  the	  same	  speakers,	  however.	  
“My parents came 
to Toronto in 1972.”  
“Ngo5 fu6 mou5 yat1 
gau2 cat1 yi6 lin4 lei4 
dou3 do1 leon1 do1.” 
Interviews	  in	  Cantonese	  from	  
the	  HLVC	  Corpus	  (Nagy	  2009,	  
2011)	  
Interviews	  in	  English	  from	  
the	  Contact	  in	  the	  City	  
Corpus	  (CinC)	  (Hoffman	  
and	  Walker	  2010)	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Speaker	  Sample	  





Male	   C1M62A	  
C1M59A	  	  	  
TO.035	  
TO.038	  








Male	   C2M44A	  	   TO.029	  




Total	   N=8	   N=8	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Methods	  -­‐	  English	  Data	  
1.  Sentence-­‐level	  Ime	  alignment	  (manual)	  using	  ELAN	  
	  






Prosodylab-­‐Aligner	  (Gorman	  2011	  et	  al)	  
•  A	  Python	  script	  used	  to	  perform	  text	  to	  audio	  speech	  
alignment	  
•  Supports	  training	  on	  arbitrary	  data	  
–  à	  With	  any	  input	  from	  language	  X,	  can	  be	  trained	  to	  deal	  
with	  acousIc	  data	  from	  language	  X	  
•  Requirements	  
–  At	  least	  a	  total	  of	  one	  hour	  of	  audio	  (.wav	  file	  in	  chunks	  OK)	  
–  Matching	  .lab	  files	  (.txt	  files	  readable	  by	  Prosodylab-­‐Aligner)	  
for	  each	  .wav	  file	  
–  A	  customized	  dicIonary	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Methods	  –	  Cantonese	  Data	  
1.  Interviews	  transcribed	  by	  naIve	  speakers	  of	  
Cantonese	  using	  Jyutping	  RomanizaIon	  in	  ELAN	  
–  Manual	  sentence-­‐level	  alignment	  
2.  To	  create	  input	  readable	  by	  Prosodylab-­‐Aligner,	  
PRAAT	  script	  used	  to	  create	  smaller	  .wav	  files	  





Transla3on:	  “And	  then	  the	  Communist	  Party	  came,	  and	  then	  ...”	  	  
Transla3on:	  “Because	  at	  that	  3me,	  China	  was	  at	  war.”	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Training	  and	  EvaluaIon	  
• 	  .wav	  files	  and	  matching	  .lab	  files	  put	  
in	  a	  Training	  directory	  
• 	  Prosodylab-­‐aligner	  uses	  Training	  
directory	  and	  dic5onary	  to	  build	  a	  
training	  model	  
• 	  Prosodylab-­‐aligner	  uses	  training	  
model	  to	  evaluate	  the	  same	  files	  in	  
the	  same	  directory	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Custom	  dic3onary	  in	  the	  format	  of	  The	  CMU	  Pronouncing	  DicIonary	  
Textgrid	  Output	  of	  Prosodylab-­‐Aligner	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Another	  PRAAT	  script:	  	  
formant	  extracIon	  
•  Formant	  informaIon	  extracted	  from	  Prosodylab-­‐
Aligner	  generated	  Textgrids	  and	  matching	  .wav	  
files	  using	  PRAAT	  script	  




•  Labov	  ANAE	  (Vowel	  Extrinsic)	  method	  used	  
Vowel	  NormalizaIon	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Prepping	  for	  R-­‐Brul	  
•  Tab-­‐delimited	  .txt	  file	  generated	  by	  NORM	  with	  normalized	  values	  for	  
vowel	  formants	  
•  New	  columns	  added	  for	  variables	  
•  Ready	  for	  staIsIcal	  analysis	  with	  R-­‐brul	  (Johnson)	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Variables	  of	  Interest	  








Cantonese	  Vowel	  Charts	  
Hong	  Kong	  Homeland	  CAN	  
Image	  from	  Wikipedia	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Toronto	  Anglo	  ENG	  vs	  CAN	  ENG	  
Based	  on	  means	  from	  Roeder	  2012,	  
Boberg	  2008,	  Roeder	  &	  Jarmasz	  2010	  	  
Based	  on	  means	  of	  7	  speakers	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F1	  and	  F2	  Means	  for	  /i/	  in	  open	  syllables	  
Heritage	  Language	  /	  Culture	   English/Canadian	  
Gen	   F1*	   F2*	   Tokens	  
1	   439	   2044	   3207	  
2	   423	   2106	   857	  
All	   435	   2057	   4064	  
Gen	   F1**	   F2**	   Tokens	  
1	   454	   2096	   1545	  
2	   434	   2324	   2370	  
All	   441	   2234	   3925	  
F1	   F2	  
474	   2011	  
Cantonese	  
	  (8	  speakers)	  
CAN	  English	  
(11	  speakers)	   Toronto	  Anglo	  English	  
• Gen	  2	  has	  higher	  and	  
more	  fronted	  /i/	  
• *p	  <	  0.05	  
• Gen	  2	  has	  higher	  and	  
more	  fronted	  /i/	  
• **p	  <	  0.01	  
• Anglo	  English	  has	  the	  
lowest	  /i/.	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Discussion	  of	  Results	  
•  Evidence	  of	  generaIonal	  change	  clear	  with	  same	  general	  developmental	  
trend	  in	  both	  languages.	  	  
–  Raising	  and	  fronIng	  of	  /i/	  for	  Gen	  2	  in	  both	  CAN	  and	  CAN	  ENG	  
•  RelaIve	  posiIon	  of	  /i/	  and	  /ɪ/	  are	  different	  in	  CAN	  and	  ENG.	  
•  Lack	  of	  /u/	  fronIng	  in	  CAN	  observed,	  but	  some	  fronIng	  in	  CAN	  ENG	  
•  How	  these	  changes	  result	  from	  contact	  with	  English	  (if	  that	  is	  the	  case)	  
appear	  to	  be	  quite	  complex	  
–  further	  research	  required	  to	  beAer	  understand	  how.	  
•  Note	  
–  Tone	  not	  considered	  as	  a	  factor	  
–  VariaIon	  and	  change	  in	  other	  vowels	  not	  considered	  
–  No	  homeland	  data	  available	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Discussion	  of	  Methodology	  
•  Without	  human	  intervenIon,	  automaIcally	  
extracted	  data	  creates	  reasonable	  vowel	  plots	  
•  A	  promising	  avenue	  for	  future	  research	  on	  
vowel	  variaIon	  and	  change	  in	  heritage	  
languages	  
•  But	  need	  to	  check	  and	  compare	  results	  with	  
manual	  formant	  extracIon	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Future	  Work	  
•  Assessing	  accuracy	  of	  automated	  alignment	  
and	  formant	  extracIon	  by	  aAempIng	  to	  
replicate	  results	  using	  manual	  methods	  
•  Expanding	  to	  more	  vowels	  and	  more	  speakers	  
– 8	  speakers	  for	  this	  analysis,	  ~	  40	  CAN	  speakers	  in	  
Corpus	  
– Comparing	  homeland	  data	  
•  Expanding	  to	  other	  heritage	  languages	  
–  Italian,	  Faetar,	  Russian,	  Ukrainian,	  Korean	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